What is Scanco Mobility?

Automate your cycle counting and year-end physical count from any iOS or Android device.

After installing Mobility in Sage’s “Mobility for Bar Code” module setup folder you will be able to use Scanco’s Mobility application to perform Physical counts on five devices.

The options you will receive for free are:

Scanco’s Physical Count by Item application.

Scanco’s Physical Count app will allow you to count your inventory using a mobile device. The system is 100% integrated to Sage 100 giving you and your users the ability to look up or enter the item that you want to count along with the quantity. The app includes the following:

- Counting items without a freeze file in Sage 100
- Full Inventory list of all of your items in Sage 100
- Serialized or Lot Controlled collection
- Instant visibility of your inventory counts
- Alias Item Number Recognition
- Barcode Scanning Sleds available to scan barcoded items

If you choose to purchase an annual contract for $999.00 from Scanco for the Physical count by Item application you will receive these additional options:
- You can create unique User IDs for logging into the Scanco Mobility application.

- You will be able to create multiple profiles with different option for each user including allowing/disallowing certain companies and warehouse.

- You can enable “Scan Each” option which means each time you scan an item a quantity of ‘1’ will be recorded. This option is the same as you see at the grocery store where each item is scanned. There are three options for Scan each:
  1. Not available for the user to enable on the device.
  2. Available for the user to enable/disable on the device.
  3. Always enabled and the user cannot disable scan each.

- You can disallow scanning items that are not frozen in Sage.
- You can warn the user the item scanned is not frozen and allow them to proceed with collection.

- You can allow any item to be scanned even when not frozen without warning the user.
- You can enable the Unit of Measure prompt to allow conversion for Purchase UOM and Sales UOM.

If you choose to purchase the Full Version Scanco Mobility you will receive:

Physical count by Item application, including all options listed above.

Item inquiry application, including options to:


Display Quantity on Back Order. Display Average Unit Cost. Display Standard Unit Cost. Display Standard Unit Price. Display Sales UOM.
Display Purchase UOM. Display Last Sold Date. Display Last Receipt Date.

**Receiving by Order, including options to:**

- Collect Batch numbers.
- Scan Each item.
- Allow/Disallow receiving past quantity ordered.
- Warn user if quantity received is less than quantity ordered. Allow/Disallow Miscellaneous item receiving.
- Allow/Disallow multiple users to receive the same Purchase order.

**If your company has SCANCO multi-bin, additional options include:**

Enter Bin before item if you receive all items to one bin or after item entry to put items away as received. Receiving item onto an SCANCO “License Plate” or Pallet ID.
Choose to default to Pallet or Item prompt depending on which you receive more often.

**Inventory Receipts, including options to:**

- Collect Batch numbers.
- Scan Each item.

**If your company has SCANCO multi-bin, additional options include:**

Enter Bin before item if you receive all items to one bin or after item entry to put items away as received. Receiving item onto an SCANCO “License Plate” or Pallet ID.
Choose to default to Pallet or Item prompt depending on which you receive more often.

**Inventory Transfers, including options to:**

- Collect Batch numbers.
- Scan Each item.
- Show Qty Available.
- Enable Unit of measure prompt to allow conversion for Purchase UOM and Sales UOM.
If your company has Scanco multi-bin, additional options include:

Enter Bin before item if you receive all items to one bin or after item entry to put items away as received. Transfer Items off of an Scanco “License Plate” or Pallet ID.

Quick Picking, including options to:

Ignore Customer Credit Holds.
Warn user if quantity picked is less than quantity ordered.
Scan Each item.
Setup a default Staging location per profile for the user in that profile.

Invoicing, including options to:

Collect Batch numbers.
Scan Each item.
Allow\Disallow multiple users to invoice the same Sales order.
Allow\Disallow invoicing past quantity ordered.
Warn user if quantity to invoice is less than quantity ordered.
Show Qty Available.
Ignore Customer Credit Holds.

If your company has Scanco multi-bin, additional options include:

Enter Bin before item if you receive all items to one bin or after item entry to put items away as received.

Shipping, including options to:

Collect Batch numbers.
Scan Each item.
Allow\Disallow multiple users to ship the same Sales order.
Allow\Disallow shipping past quantity ordered.
Warn user if quantity to invoice is less than quantity ordered.
Show Qty Available.
Ignore Customer Credit Holds.

**If your company has Scanco multi-bin, additional options include:**
Enter Bin before item if you receive all items to one bin or after item entry to put items away as received. Ship SCANCO “License Plates” or Pallet IDs.

**Alias Item application:**
Allow user to scan the vendors barcode and create link between that barcode and you actual Sage item code.